Fighting Floods together
We need you

Living with Floods Challenge
The goal of the programme is to help vulnerable people create a safer
community for themselves by their ability to anticipate and act to minimise the
impact of floods.
“Floods always come in the
beginning of the year. Many
people don’t know about the
risks of living near a river, and
information about an impending
flood and what to do comes too
late.”
Joao Bento, Red Cross volunteer
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The Challenge
Flooding is the most common and most destructive natural hazard worldwide. Over the last twenty years
flooding alone accounted for 47% of all weather-related disasters, affecting 2.3 billion people worldwide,
with the financial damage costing 40 billion USD annually. Mozambique is a country prone to floods on a
yearly basis. One of the more recent and devastating was caused by cyclone Idai in 2019, which led to
hundreds of deaths and a total of 1.7 million people affected. The World Bank estimates that the negative
impact on infrastructure and livelihoods of Idai incurred a financial loss of 2 billion USD.

Together with DCHI, NLRC is calling out to the private sector actors large and
small, knowledge institutes and (local) governmental organisations to join the
LIVING WITH FLOODS challenge.
We believe a significant impact can be created for the vulnerable communities
in Mozambique, but only if we partner with you and take action together.
Source: www.unisdr.org/2015/docs/climatechange/COP21_WeatherDisastersReport_2015_FINAL.pdf; https://www.nationalgeographic.com/environment/natural-disasters/floods/;
https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/apr/13/cyclone-idai-caused-2bn-of-damage-and-affected-millions-says-world-bank
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Apply here

Calling for entries now open
Registration and application for this international call for entries is now open to help peri-urban communities in
Mozambique to anticipate and act on rising flood risks. NLRC and DCHI are calling for businesses of all sizes,
knowledge institutes and (local) government organisations to join forces on this challenge following the open
innovation principles. To design and deploy (possible scalable) solutions with our local partners in the Idaiaffected area.
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Who can join and why?
Businesses of all sizes, knowledge institutes and (local) government organisations, are encouraged to
apply. You have innovative and promising ideas to help us rethink, reimagine and redesign solutions to
enable people in Mozambique to better anticipate flood risks and take effective action.
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What we offer
There are myriad reasons to join the Living with Floods challenge;
 Meet co-creators & sector partners related to living with floods;
 You get to inspire, influence and work with partners in the water sector;
 Opportunity to further improve and develop your idea and possibly pilot it in the field;
 Opportunity for partners to build and grow their network on living with floods via the DCHI & NLRC community;
 Selected partners will be provided an opportunity to pitch their promising ideas during a (hybrid) market place and will enter the selection process for the two
top ideas;
 Selected ideas/ innovations receive exposure via the DCHI and NLRC social media channels;
 The 2 top ideas are invited to join the NLRC to explore the piloting opportunity in Mozambique and meet their co-creators in the Living with Floods challenge;
 The top 2 ideas will get the opportunity to be piloted at field level in close collaboration with the NLRC and our local partners (the International Federation of
Red Cross and the Mozambican Red Cross);
 Top 2 ideas are considered for a financial stimulus, sponsored by the NLRC, to kick-start the pilot(s) with local partners;
 In case of a successful pilot, solution partners have an opportunity to build a longer-term multi-stakeholder partnership with the NLRC on addressing local flood
risks.
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Conditions and Deadlines
Idea screening
The following three criteria are most important for screening and evaluating the submissions:
 Inclusiveness: Does the idea demonstrate an understanding of the needs of vulnerable flood-risk communities? Does it allow for creating an environment where
differences are embraced and promoted as strengths?
 Local capacities: Does the idea build upon the notion that innovation happens at the local level through a connected network of local people, entrepreneurs and
other actors present at the local level?
 Local adoption and growth: Will there be scope for the innovation to be used by others within the local context? Can the innovation be taken beyond the local
context and used elsewhere?

Together with these three key criteria we will also take into consideration:
 Originality/ innovativeness: Does the innovation have a new approach to the problem, or use an existing approach in a new way?
 Valorisation potential: Does it build partnerships needed to achieve this and does it have potential to mobilise capacities and resource to realise this impact and
growth?
 Sustainability: Does the idea pay due attention to the Financial, Institutional, Environmental, Technical and Social aspects related to sustainability?
 These criteria will be applied to announce the 10 most valuable ideas which will be invited to register for a marketplace on 3 December 2020. During the
marketplace humanitarian partners represented by local partners will decide upon the 2 top ideas to be pursued during the partnership shaping phase.
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Conditions and Deadlines
Ideation phase
Potential solution partners are invited to submit their ideas to address the Living with Floods challenge. There will be a couple of opportunities to engage with the design team for a
virtual Q&A during this phase. On 29 October during ImpactFest, a virtual session will be hosted for potential partners to collaboratively refine ideas. Final date for submitting your
idea is 12 November 2020.

Screening for top ideas
After 13 November 2020, ideas submitted will be reviewed, scored and ranked by the living with floods team. The most promising ideas will be invited to take centre stage, present
and receive feedback during a (hybrid) marketplace on 3 December 2020. top ideas will be selected and announced. Note that a video crew might be present for showcasing
purposes of the challenge.

Strategic and shaping partnership
Immediately after selecting the top ideas, the Netherlands Red Cross and our local partners, the International Federation of Red Cross and the Mozambican Red Cross, would like
to explore and seize opportunities for collaboration to realize a local pilot for the two top ideas together with the organisations connected to the selected top idea(s). We aim to end
this process by the end of February 2021.

Piloting
On 1 March 2021 the joint commitment to move our collaboration into local action enters the next phase. Building on this collaborative process to clarify resources and conditions
needed for piloting, strategic partners are invited to work with the Red Cross Movement and communities to prototype and test solutions at the local level. This phase will roughly
take place from the until June 2021. The aim of this pilot phase is to create local impact and to learn and gather input on how best to scale the top ideas further.
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Expectations

An overall openness to
engage in the challenge
process, adapt your
ideas and work with us
to showcase and help
select the most viable
ideas for the challenge.

Jointly explore our common
needs to shape strategic
partnerships around the
selected ideas with a sign off
of a Joint Impact Plan.
Identify and align our
capacities to realize a local
pilot for the two top ideas

Based upon our agreed
commitments, provide local
support when prototyping
and testing solutions. To
jointly explore how the
innovation can be taken
beyond the piloting context
and used by other
communities and/ or
humanitarian actors.

3 criteria; Inclusiveness, Local
capacities, Local adoption and
growth, will be applied to
announce the 10 most valuable
ideas and registered for a market
place on 3 December 2020.
During the market place
humanitarian partners
represented by local partners will
decide upon the 2 top ideas to
be pursued during the
partnership shaping phase.

Links to submit, Questions
& Answers and to Meet the
team:
https://dchi.nl/initiatives/livi
ng-with-floods/.
If you have any other
questions please contact
us:
livingwithfloods@redcross.
nl
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Engage with us
As part of the Netherlands Red Cross strategy the challenge will be further developed in collaboration with the International Federation
of Red Cross & the Mozambique Red Cross Society. This challenge is facilitated by Dutch Coalition for Humanitarian Innovation. We
are looking forward to meet you, your organisation and your ideas. Should your organisation decide to join the challenge then you’re
bound to meet the individuals behind the challenge Living with Floods. Here’s who we are:

Michel Becks

My drive is to improve
humanitarian aid by focusing on
defining truly local problems and
connecting (un)usual partners to
resolve these. I am the
Humanitarian Innovation Lead at
the Netherlands Red Cross and
have a WASH background. I am
also the product owner of the
project Living with Floods
project.

Ellen de Bruijn

Project Lead for Living with
Floods. Living in Mozambique
since 2009, I have seen the
impact of heavy rains and
extreme floods, and the
devastation it brings. With this
challenge I hope to help find a
creative solution that will help
the people to be better
prepared.

Dario Jongerius

PMEAL Officer at the
Netherlands Red Cross and
keen on capturing the lessons
learned for Living with Floods.

Sandra Jaipal

Innovation Consultant for the
Dutch Coalition of Humanitarian
Innovation (DCHI), I shape and
assure the open innovation
character for the Living with
Floods challenge. I’m always
looking for ways to improve and
create impact, with the Living
with Floods project I hope to do
exactly that!

Carmen Roebersen

Advisor Water & Resilience at
the Netherlands Red Cross,
resourceful data gatherer, the
conscience and Miro-guru for
the challenge Living with Floods.
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